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Foreword
Welcome to the sample of portfolio guidance extracts for Phase One Principal
Learning subjects. We are delighted to continue to add to the range of support
materials Edexcel has on offer to further support Consortia in maximising
their Principal Learning performance. For our full range of information and
guidance across administration, delivery and assessment support please see
our website www.edexcel.com/diploma, or contact the DAB delivery team to
access our range or training and support.
Purpose
The purpose of these materials is to help practitioners understand the requirements of the Principal Learning
unit assessment through review and commentary on extracts of learner work. We have used a selection of
learner evidence across a range of learner performance to help improve understanding of how to maximise
performance.
This material has been selected and commented on by our Senior Moderation team after the first year
of reviewing and setting the standards on the initial cohort of learners. Please ensure to read all of the
commentary available as this aims to show how the extracted evidence used is relevant for that mark band
and, where possible, what might make it suitable for the other bands.
If you have any feedback or comments regarding these materials, or any of our Diploma services, please
contact diplomaops@edexcel.com. Alternatively for further discussion or questions around standards or
Principal Learning specifications please use our Ask The Expert service, via our website, for a direct response
from our Senior team within 2 working days.
Using these materials
The basic principle when awarding marks against the relevant mark grids is that it is ‘best fit’. It is not a hurdle
approach. Marks may be awarded from the next band if one or more of the items within the marking criteria
have been met. With this in mind it is essential when reviewing the enclosed commentaries that you read the
comments across all 3 of the marks bands.
All marks awarded on the enclosed sample assignments are for “Marking Grid A” only. The awarding of marks for
“Mark Grid B”, which is ephemeral, has not been commented on or included in the overall marks awarded.
This work is indicative only, not all learners will approach their assignments in the same way. Similarly, they
will not necessarily present their evidence in the same format.

Important note!

The evidence contained within these pages has been extracted from a variety of
completed portfolios and not all of the learner’s evidence has therefore been included.
These extracts are not designed to show you how much work to produce but show
different types of evidence that could contribute to a learner’s final work.
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Your Training & Support from Edexcel
Edexcel offers a wide range of support and training to support you in the delivery of Principal Learning,
managing your consortium, as well as all other Diploma components.
Training
Our training events are an ideal opportunity for you to understand the qualification requirements, share
experience and learn from emerging practice. The sessions are designed to be practical, stimulating and
informative, and are developed each year to reflect the evolving needs of practitioners.
Previewing the Diploma events are Line of Learning specific and designed for practitioners who will be
delivering the Principal Learning for the first time, Local authority advisors and Diploma advisors.
Delivery and assessment events cover all of our lines of Principal Learning and are focused on approaches
to planning for assessment, writing assignments and assessing learner work.
Developing assignments and assessing learners events cover all of our lines of Principal Learning and will
review tutor support materials and will look at developing assignments as well as standardisation exercises.
Online training is an ideal opportunity for you to participate in training without leaving your centre. These
events are short in duration, stimulating in content and designed to answer a training need identified by
practitioners.
Consortium-based training is for any consortium or group of consortia, working together, who wishes to
access our off-the-shelf training, delivered at a time and place of your choice. There is also the option
to customise the events to suit your own individual requirements. These events are aimed at consortium
managers, assessors and practitioners – in fact, your whole Diploma team!
To book or search for an event visit www.edexcel.com/training if you are an Edexcel Online user. If you
are not an Edexcel Online user email your request to trainingbookings@edexcel.com so our training team
can process the booking for you.
Alternatively, call 0844 576 0028 for further details and book your place.
Diploma Delivery Pack
Your Diploma Delivery Pack is an essential administrative support tool for your Consortium. It also contains
important information for your exams office, your teachers and tutors! For example it includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Administration, procedures and delivery options and requirements
ASL cross sector model and sector specific model
Introduction to Diploma planning and roles
36 example Delivery Plans across Levels 1 & 2 for Phase I & II Diplomas
CD-ROM access with practical guidance and useful links

These are available through your local training events or via your DAB Centre Support Officer.
Contact us about this Diploma Sample Portfolio
If you have ideas, comments or suggestions on what went well and what can be improved, please email
diplomaops@edexcel.com or call your DAB Centre Support Officer (CSO) on 0844 576 0028.
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LO1 Examples
Focus
Know about the properties that are used to describe the performance of engineering materials
Mark Band 1
The idea of presenting
information using a spider
diagram for a level 1 learner is
suitable for this outcome. Four
properties have been stated so
maximum marks can be awarded
from this mark band.
Mark Band 2
In a simple way the learner
has been able to define three
properties, including in some
cases an illustrative answer.
Mark Band 3
Applications are given but
limited explanation of how
these would be affected,
otherwise full marks could have
been awarded.
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LO2.1 Examples
Focus
Know about ferrous metals and their forming processes
Mark Band 1
The responses given do show
forming processes. Applications
for each material are
appropriate, however casting
as a process associated with car
body parts is not correct. This
means there will be a restriction
on the marks that can be
awarded.
Mark Band 2
There are descriptions of the
properties of two materials, so
marks can be awarded from this
mark band.
Mark Band 3
There is limited justification of
the use of processes is given,
however one mark can be
awarded from this mark band.
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LO2.2 Examples
Focus
Know about non-ferrous metals and their forming processes
Mark Band 1
Not all responses match the
requirement of this mark band.
The casting process mentioned
is not appropriate, however it is
possible that some copper piping
could be made by extrusion and
lead flashing would be made
by rolling so two marks can be
awarded.
Mark Band 2
Properties of two materials
have been described so full
marks can be awarded from this
mark band.
Mark Band 3
Only one mark should be
awarded as there is confusion on
the justification of casting for a
drinks can.
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LO2.3 Examples
Focus
Know about thermoplastics and elastomers and their forming processes
Mark Band 1
On the balance of evidence it
would not be appropriate to
award all marks from this mark
band just because the learner
has not given an application
of Perspex as this is discussed
further in the response for mark
band 3.
Mark Band 2
There is a description of the
properties of a thermoplastic
and elastomers material, so both
marks can be awarded from this
mark band.
Mark Band 3
Whilst the justifications for the
use of the processes are limited
it is appropriate to award one
mark form this mark band.
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LO2.4 Examples
Focus
Know about thermosetting plastics and their forming processes
Mark Band 1
Appropriate processes are given
for thermosetting plastics.
Applications of each of three
thermosets are given. It would
be harsh not to award maximum
marks from this mark band, even
though compression moulding is
listed as the process for all three
materials.
Mark Band 2
There are descriptions of the
properties of two thermosetting
plastic materials, so full marks
can be awarded from this mark
band.
Mark Band 3
There is limited justification
why processes are used
however this is done in
a general sense and does
specifically relate to the
materials listed. This means
that maximum marks cannot be
awarded from this mark band.
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LO3.1 Examples
Focus
Identify materials specified on an engineering drawing or service schedule
Mark Band 1
Descriptions of how three
different materials are shown
in abbreviated form have been
given. The learner response can
therefore be awarded full marks
from this mark band.
Mark Band 2
All requirements, for the two
materials, of this mark band have
been met.
Mark Band 3
Dimensional requirements
and forms of raw material
supply have been described so
maximum marks can be awarded
for this assessment focus.
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LO3.3 Examples
Focus
Carry out tests on engineering materials
Mark Band 1
The testing carried out is
suitable, in one case there
is limited evaluation of the
properties these test may be
showing, so full marks can not
be awarded from this mark band.
There are annotated photographs
to evidence the practical
element of this assessment focus.
Mark Band 2
There is a comparison of the
properties of materials based on
the outcomes from the tests so
full marks can be awarded from
this mark band.
Mark Band 3
Industrial type tests should be
carried out as outlined in the
content of the unit specification.
Evaluative statements then
need to be made for this mark
band. In this case the learner
has been given a scenario to
make decisions about and has
successfully selected tests,
albeit one about corrosion
resistance.
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LO3.3 Examples continued

Mark Band 1
The testing carried out is
suitable, in one case there
is limited evaluation of the
properties these test may be
showing, so full marks can not
be awarded from this mark band.
There are annotated photographs
to evidence the practical
element of this assessment focus.
Mark Band 2
There is a comparison of the
properties of materials based on
the outcomes from the tests so
full marks can be awarded from
this mark band.
Mark Band 3
Industrial type tests should be
carried out as outlined in the
content of the unit specification.
Evaluative statements then
need to be made for this mark
band. In this case the learner
has been given a scenario to
make decisions about and has
successfully selected tests,
albeit one about corrosion
resistance.
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LO3.3 Examples continued

Mark Band 1
The testing carried out is
suitable, in one case there
is limited evaluation of the
properties these test may be
showing, so full marks can not
be awarded from this mark band.
There are annotated photographs
to evidence the practical
element of this assessment focus.
Mark Band 2
There is a comparison of the
properties of materials based on
the outcomes from the tests so
full marks can be awarded from
this mark band.
Mark Band 3
Industrial type tests should be
carried out as outlined in the
content of the unit specification.
Evaluative statements then
need to be made for this mark
band. In this case the learner
has been given a scenario to
make decisions about and has
successfully selected tests,
albeit one about corrosion
resistance.
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LO3.3 Examples continued

Mark Band 1
The testing carried out is
suitable, in one case there
is limited evaluation of the
properties these test may be
showing, so full marks can not
be awarded from this mark band.
There is annotated photographs
to evidence the practical
element of this assessment focus.
Mark Band 2
There is a comparison of the
properties of materials based on
the outcomes from the tests so
full marks can be awarded from
this mark band.
Mark Band 3
Industrial type test should be
carried out as outlined in the
content of the unit specification.
Evaluative statements then
need to be made for this mark
band. In this case the learner
has been given a scenario to
make decisions about and has
successfully selected tests,
albeit one about corrosion
resistance.
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Focus
Identify engineering materials

Marking Grid B
LO3.2 Examples
Mark Band 1
Normally, and as stated in the
unit specification, annotated
photographs and witness
statements/observation
records should be included to
demonstrated what the learner
did when identifying engineering
materials. In this case there is
strong photographic evidence to
support the practical activity and
the learner has identified the
three materials so full marks can
be awarded from this mark band.
Mark Band 2
Maximum marks have been
awarded from this mark band
as the learner has identified
materials and described the
properties of two of them so
again full marks can be awarded
from this mark band.
Mark Band 3
Learners need to justify the
selection of two of the materials
before they can be awarded
marks from this mark band. In
this case, although electrical
conductivity for the copper is
mentioned it is not linked to the
function of the component by
the learner and the statement
about properties is done in a
general sense so no marks can be
awarded from this mark band.

In future it would be expected that the centre should support the achievement of process type activities by the use of
well produced witness statements.
Centres are encouraged to use the teacher resource disc “Engineering Level 1 Foundation Diploma Assessment
and Delivery Resource with CD-ROM ISBN 978-0-435756-26-0, and the student book “Edexcel Engineering Level 1
Foundation Diploma” ISBN 978-0-435756-25-3.
The Assessor has awarded half marks for Assessment Foci LO1 and LO2.1, half marks are not available. Assessors
should not award half or percentage marks.
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